Topics Index

If you look at only one entry in this topics index, make it “emphasis,
tools for creating.” And “ear, writing for the” and “eye, writing for the.”
Okay, that’s three. Even if you never jump to the page numbers listed
there, the entries alone give you information that you won’t find anywhere else in the book. That’s topic analysis for you. While you’re at it,
see “reflexivity in language about language.” That’s four. I draw the line
at four. Four’s my limit. (See “verbs,” “myths,” “of.” Don’t miss “department of redundancy department.”)
A note on all three indexes: Despite the pitfalls, I created this book’s
indexes myself.187 Why? Indexing is the original metadata brainteaser. It
gets my endorphins racing. Indexing my own work also reveals (and gives
me a chance to fix) omissions, weaknesses, and inconsistencies in the
text. For example, creating the entry “rhetorical devices” prompted me
to identify certain rhetorical devices that I had used but hadn’t thought
to name or hadn’t realized had a name. Take anadiplosis. Now there’s a
rhetorical device you can use. Look it up.
Thanks go to Jan C. Wright and Olav Martin Kvern for the Creative
Commons scripts—and the inspiration and support—that enabled me to
single source this book’s indexes, that is, to create both e-book and print
indexes from a single InDesign file.188 Thanks also go to Scott Smiley, whose
Sky Index pattern-matching tips saved me days. Anyone reading from a
screen right now owes the index links to Jan, Olav, and Scott.
May you find in these indexes, and in your life, much that you seek—
and many serendipities besides.
187. For pros and cons of author-prepared indexes, see Mulvany, “Who Should
Prepare the Index?” in Indexing Books, 28–34.
188. Jan C. Wright, “InDesign ePub Scripts,” Wright Information Indexing Services,
accessed November 7, 2012, http://www.wrightinformation.com/Indesign%20scripts
/Indesignscripts.html.
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Glossary references are in quotation marks.
: (colon). See colons
, (comma). See commas
— (dash). See dashes, em
! (exclamation point), 177–78, 179
- (hyphen). See hyphens
( ) (parentheses), 86–87
. (period). See periods
; (semicolon). See semicolons
[ ] (square brackets), 51, 86
2-by-3-inch screen template, 111 (image)
a and an as determiners, 198
a bit as filler phrase, 207 (under
“qualifier”)
about as verb particle, 13 (ftnote #26)
abstracts. See advance organizers
action, grammatical
direct objects as action receivers (See
transitive verbs)
subjects as action performers (See
active voice)
subjects as action receivers (See
passive voice)
action, narrative
in steps, 125–26
in storytelling, 173, 179
active voice
“active voice,” 191
example, 173
recommendations, 16, 17, 179
actually as filler word, 43
adaptive content, 3
adjectival compounds. See compound
modifiers
adjectivals, 66 (image), 191
adjectives
“adjective,” 191
definition form for, 77–78 (ftnote #96)
as form-class words, 61–67, 200, 205
(under “modern parts of speech”)
hyphenated, 33–39

adjectives (continued)
recommendations, 18, 67
sentence diagram, 66 (image)
verbs in role of, 44
advance organizers, 115 (image), 124–25,
192
adverbials, 192
adverbs
“adverb,” 192
as form-class words, 61–67, 200, 205
(under “modern parts of speech”)
prepositional phrases in role of, 206
(under “preposition”)
recommendations
placing accurately, 23
using creatively, 44, 67, 175
using sparingly, 18, 43, 175
using without hyphens, 35
vs. prepositions and verb particles,
49–52, 55
ad writing, 110
“Alcohol! I only drink …” sign, 21 (image)
all-encompassing vs. all encompassing, 37
alliteration, 134, 172, 192
along as adverb or verb particle, 55
although as subordinating conjunction,
211
“Always ___” (fill in the blank). See myths
am. See be-verbs
Amazon.com
nontester of user-guide text, 119–22
tester of website text, 89–90
amplification, 193
anadiplosis, 169–70, 193
analogy as flawed method of reasoning,
7, 193. See also metaphors
anaphora, 193
and
complexity of classifying, 64
as coordinating conjunction, 91, 197
as sentence starter, 197 (under
“coordinating conjunction”)
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anecdotes, 112, 193
antecedents, pronoun, 95, 96, 193
anthimeria. See enallage
antithesis, 171, 194
apostrophe+s. See possessive case
appear as linking verb, 15 (ftnote #30),
38, 202
Apple-device repair instructions, 112–
13, 113 (image)
appositives, 85, 194
architectural sketching as similar to
writing, 139–43
architecture, information, 3, 81, 114.
See also organization
are. See be-verbs
around
as preposition (or not), 49
as verb particle, 52
articles as determiners, 66 (image), 198
as if as subordinating conjunction, 211
aspect as verb attribute, 194
assonance, 172, 194
at least as a frequently misplaced
phrase, 23
audience and purpose
example, 165
importance of understanding, 2,
153–60, 178
word choice as influenced by, 56, 58
(ftnote #66)
aural elements in language. See ear,
writing for the
auxiliaries
definitions
“auxiliary,” 194
“be-verb,” 195
“verb in function,” 212
as structure-class words, 65
background information, weaving in,
169, 179
basically as filler word, 43
bdelygmia, 4, 195
be. See be-verbs

because as subordinating conjunction,
91, 211
become as linking verb, 15 (ftnote #30),
38, 202
beginnings
of compositions, 142, 167, 178, 180,
193 (under “anecdote”)
of sentences
and or but at, 197 (under
“coordinating conjunction”)
emphatic words at, 16, 170
pronouns at, 96–97
transitions at, 84, 169–70
of words, 172 (See also alliteration)
begin to as filler phrase, 45
believability and concrete language,
201–2 (under “imagery”)
be-verbs
definitions
“auxiliary,” 194
“be-verb,” 195
“linking verb,” 202–3
recommendations, 13–18, 38–39, 46
bit, a, as filler phrase, 207 (under
“qualifier”)
blogging, 148
blue-green vs. blue green, 37–39
book writing, 150
boss, talking like a, 19–20
bossy verbs (imperatives), 125, 202
brackets, square [ ], 51, 86
Braille sign as message with no
audience, 153 (image), 153–55
brainstorming, 103–5, 195. See also
creativity
branding, personal, 145–52
“brass tacks” as cliché, 80
brevity as false goal, 108–11, 116–18.
See also conciseness
broad terms as useful in making
comparisons, 82
business cards, 147
business speak, 19–20, 80–81. See also
clichés, avoiding; voice
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but
as coordinating conjunction, 91, 197
false buts, 47, 197
as sentence starter, 197 (under
“coordinating conjunction”)
as structure-class word, 65, 210
buzzwords, 19–20, 80–81. See also
clichés, avoiding
cadence. See lyrics; rhythm under ear,
writing for the
can as modal auxiliary, 194
“Casket only used…” sign, 22 (image)
casual writing. See diction level
“Change only available…” sign, 22 (image)
chunking, 114–15. See also
information architecture;
organization
classification. See word classification
clauses
“clause,” 195
in periodic sentences, 72–73
proximity of related words in, 93, 97,
169–70
in run-on sentences, 90–91
clichés, avoiding, 18, 19–20, 46, 80–81
closed information systems, 184
closings. See endings
coherence in paragraphs, 205
Coke as a brand, 146
colloquial writing. See diction level;
slang
colons (:)
as emphasis points, 73
as meeting points for related words,
93, 95–96
as remedies for run-ons, 91–92, 208
command of the language, 4–5, 182,
213
commas (,)
conjunctions and
“conjunctive adverb,” 196
“coordinating conjunction,” 197
“subordinating conjunction,” 211

commas (,) (continued)
“dependent clause,” 198
as meeting points for related words,
93
in pairs, 85–87, 194 (under
“appositive”)
run-on sentences and
“comma-spliced sentence,” 196
examples, 89–92
“run-on sentence,” 208
comparative tropes. See metaphors
complements, 15, 66 (image), 181
complex sentences, 196
compound-complex sentences, 196
compound modifiers, 33–39, 97, 196
compound nouns vs. phrasal verbs, 56
compound sentences, 196
conciseness
elusiveness of, 179
tips, 18, 41, 43–47
vs. brevity, 108–11, 116–18
conclusions. See endings
concrete language (imagery), 112, 169,
175, 179, 201–2. See also ear, writing
for the; eye, writing for the; metaphors
conditional mood, 204
conflicting guidelines, making trade-offs,
37–38, 170, 179
conjunctions, 64, 91, 196, 205 (under
“parts of speech”). See also specific
conjunction types
conjunctive adverbs, 196
consonance, 172, 197
content and technology
hashtags, 148–50
writing and technology-related
disciplines, 2–3
writing for the small screen, 107–18
content words. See form-class words
context as a factor in word classification,
55, 62, 200–201 (under “form-class
words”), 201 (under “function”), 210
(under “structure-class words”). See
also word classification
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context as a factor in writing decisions
when choosing guidelines, 9, 170
when choosing metaphors, 80
when determining length, 108
when expressing emotion, 178
when punctuating, 92, 176, 178,
179
when using obscure words, 174
contractions in casual writing, 165. See
also diction level
contrast, 99–101, 171
controversy. See disagreements among
authorities
coordinating conjunctions, 91, 197
copular verbs. See linking verbs
Cornell University red square as a
brand, 146
corporate speak, 19–20, 80–81. See also
clichés, avoiding; voice
corporate voice, 213
cost-effective vs. cost effective, 37–38
could as modal auxiliary, 194
Creative Commons scripts for indexing,
215
creativity, 103–5, 139–43
crossword puzzle, New York Times
alliteration in
“alliteration,” 192
“assonance,” 194
“consonance,” 197
form vs. function in, 63, 200–201
phrasal verbs in, 52–53, 206

definitions
be-verbs as part of, 17
extended, 139
for foreign or obscure terms, 174, 179
as paragraph developers, 112
“X is Y” form, 77–78 (ftnote #96)
See also lexical vs. grammatical
meaning
dentistry sign, 33
department of redundancy department.
See redundancy
dependent clauses, 72, 91, 198
descriptive writing. See concrete
language
descriptivism vs. prescriptivism, 7–10
details and sales, 110, 112–13
determiners, 66 (image), 198
development of paragraphs, 104–5,
112, 205
deverbal -ing nouns vs. gerunds, 198
diagrams, sentence. See sentence
diagrams
dialogue and quotations
irresistibility of, 177, 179
paragraph development and, 112
tips, 167
Tom Sawyer, 9–10
diction level
appropriateness of, 165, 168, 178
be-verbs and, 13, 17
“diction level,” 198
as part of message, 29 (ftnote #43)
phrasal verbs and, 56
See also slang
diet and exercise compared to adding
and cutting, 113
different as filler word, 41, 46
direct objects
definitions
“direct object,” 198
“function,” 201
“noun in function,” 204
“transitive and intransitive verbs,”
211

dangling modifiers, 94, 197–98
dashes, em (—)
as emphasis points, 73
as meeting points for related words,
93, 96–97
as parenthesis devices, 86
as remedies for run-ons, 91, 208
(under “run-on sentence”)
dead metaphors, 80
Dead Parrot sketch, 104
definitely as filler word, 43
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direct objects (continued)
sentence diagram, 66 (image)
of verbs with particles, 53–54
disagreements among authorities
descriptivism vs. prescriptivism, 7–10
hyphenation after nouns, 37–38
singular they, 27, 209
See also myths
dominance, terminal, 71–72
“Don’t ___” (fill in the blank). See myths
dormant metaphors, 80
do-verbs, 194 (under “auxiliary”)
Droid smartphones, 107
dummy words. See expletives
ear, writing for the
alliteration, 134, 172, 192
examples, 167–80
onomatopoeia, 172, 173, 205
painful usage, avoiding
personal-pronoun pairings, 25–26
singular they, 27–29
who vs. whom, 31–32
reading aloud, 26, 47 (ftnote), 71–72
rhythm, 16–17, 92, 133–35, 174,
180 (See also meter)
See also concrete language; diction
level; voice
e-books
fixed-layout formats, 116–17, 117
(images)
indexes, single sourcing of, 215
user guide as anti-example, 119–21
editors, 150, 157, 172, 213. See also
writing process
electronic and print indexes, single
sourcing of, 215
elevator speeches, 20, 147–48
em dashes (—). See dashes, em
emotion
as motivation for writing, 120–21, 165
strategies for conveying, 173, 177–78,
179
See also empathy for readers

empathy for readers, 108–9, 120–21,
146, 153–60
emphasis, tools for creating
alliteration, 134, 172, 192
“amplification,” 193
“anaphora,” 193
“anecdote,” 193
antithesis, 171, 194
bdelygmia, 4, 195
contrast, 99–101, 171
enallage, 66–67, 199
hyperbole, 44, 201
metaphors (See metaphors)
meter (See meter)
onomatopoeia, 172, 173, 205
“restatement,” 208
“rhetorical question,” 208
sentence fragments, 100, 198 (under
“dependent clause”), 209
typography and punctuation, 177–78,
179
See also beginnings; endings;
rhetorical devices
enallage, 66–67, 199
endings
of compositions, 74–75, 142, 177–78,
180, 203 (under “meter”)
of paragraphs, 74–75, 174, 180, 203
(under “meter”)
of sentences
emphatic words at, 16, 71–75,
173, 180
meter and, 203
prepositions at, 58–59
pronoun antecedents at, 96–97
transitions at, 169–70
of words, 172 (See also alliteration)
enigmatology, 200
E-Prime, 15, 199
equal signs
colons as, 95
linking verbs as, 15
equational verbs. See linking verbs
essay writing, 161–80
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every as determiner, 198
everyday words. See diction level
exaggeration (hyperbole), 44, 201
examples as paragraph developers, 112
exclamation points (!), 177–78, 179
exclamations. See interjections
executive summaries. See advance
organizers
exercise and diet compared to adding
and cutting, 113
ex–parts of speech, 64, 205. See also
structure-class words
experimentation, 108, 115–16
expletives
be-verbs and, 13, 15, 17
definitions
“expletive,” 199
“filler word,” 199
“interjection,” 202
“explore and heighten,” 103–5
exposition, 169, 179
extended definitions, 139
extended metaphors, 81
extremely as filler word, 43
eye, writing for the
accuracy and, 23
examples, 169–80
paragraphs as pigment, 100–101
writer’s mind’s eye, 103–5, 139–43
See also concrete language;
metaphors
faceted search-and-browse systems,
184
“fact, the sequence of motion and,” 173,
179
fact that, the, as filler phrase, 45
fairly as filler word, 207 (under
“qualifier”)
false buts, 47
“Fear Free Dentistry” sign, 33
feelings. See emotion
figures of speech, 199. See also
rhetorical devices

filler words
adverbs as, 18, 43, 175
“filler word,” 199
list of, 43–47
small screens and, 110
See also conciseness
findability, 183–85, 215
fixed-layout formats, 116–17, 117
(images)
flabby writing. See buzzwords;
conciseness; redundancy
flashbacks and verb tenses, 170–71
flow, state of, 141
foot, metrical, 203
football helmets qua phones, 103–5
for as coordinating conjunction, 197
foreign or obscure words, handling,
174, 179
formal writing. See diction level
form as one aspect of word classification,
44, 61–67, 200. See also function as
one aspect of word classification
form-class words, 61–67, 200–201. See
also specific form classes
form following function, 133
fragments, sentence, 100, 198 (under
“dependent clause”), 209
frankly as filler word, 43
french fry as sentence ender, 74
from
complexity of classifying, 49–59, 64,
67
as preposition, 65, 66 (image), 206–7
function as one aspect of word
classification, 44, 49–59, 61–67, 201.
See also form as one aspect of word
classification
function words. See structure-class
words
fused sentences, 90–91, 201
gender and the pronoun problem,
27–29, 209 (under “singular they”)
genre, choosing personal essay as, 165
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gerunds, 131–32, 201
get-verbs
as auxiliaries, 194
as main verbs, 15 (ftnote #30), 38,
194 (under “auxiliary”), 202 (under
“linking verb”)
Google+, 149
Google vs. human-crafted indexes,
183–85
grammar, 4, 26. See also specific topics
Grammar Day, National, 151
Grammartini, 151
grammatical action. See action,
grammatical
grammatical meaning. See lexical vs.
grammatical meaning
grammatical shift. See enallage
green squares and branding, 145–52
grow as linking verb, 15 (ftnote #30),
38, 202
guidelines, style, 131–32, 141, 170, 179

herself as personal pronoun, 206
his
as determiner, 198
as pronoun, 207
Honda ad, singular they in, 29
how as interrogative, 202
however as conjunctive adverb, 196
how to and how do I as title lead-ins,
131
how-to writing, 112–13, 113 (image),
119–32
human-crafted indexes, 183–85
human editors vs. style-checking
programs, 213
humor, 149–50, 168, 179
hyperbole, 44, 201
hyphens (-)
compound modifiers and, 33–39, 196
tool for getting words out of the way,
97
I

haikus, 199
“happy to be here” indexability guideline,
185
hashtags and social media, 148–50,
152 (image)
have-verbs, 194 (under “auxiliary”)
he
as pronoun, 207
as structure-class word, 65, 210
vs. him, 25–26
vs. singular they, 27–29
headings and titles
as navigation aids, 114–15, 121–22
of procedures, 131–32
tips, 133–34, 166, 178
See also advance organizers
heighten as in “explore and heighten,”
103–5
helping verbs, so-called. See auxiliaries
help-system indexes as human-crafted
indexes, 184
her as determiner, 198

as personal pronoun, 206
vs. me, 25–26
iamb, 201
“I can only please…” sign, 22 (image)
iceberg theory of writing, Hemingway’s,
109
idioms, 201. See also phrasal verbs
iFixit website, 112–13, 113 (image)
imagery, 112, 169, 175, 179, 201–2.
See also ear, writing for the; eye,
writing for the; metaphors
imagination and writing, 103–5, 139–43
imperatives, 66 (image), 125, 132, 202,
204 (under “mood”)
in
in to vs. into, 57
as verb particle, 50, 52, 53, 212
inanimate objects with possessive case,
97 (ftnote)
Inc. and commas, 86–87
independent clauses, 72–73, 90–91, 93,
97, 202
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Index, Language-Change, 9
indexes, 183–86, 215
indicative mood, 204
infinitives, 131–32, 202
infobesity, 108
informal writing. See diction level
information architecture, 3, 81, 114.
See also organization
information models compared to
model homes, 81
-ing nouns, 132, 202
in light of as filler phrase, 45
in medias res, 167
in order to as filler phrase, 45
in spite of as filler phrase, 45
instruction writing, 112–13, 113
(image), 119–32
intelligent content, 3
Intelligent Content Conference, 116
intensifiers as filler words, 44, 202
interjections, 61, 178, 179, 202, 205
(under “parts of speech”)
in terms of as filler phrase, 45
International Association of Business
Communicators, 20
into
as preposition, 53, 206–7
vs. in to, 57
intransitive verbs, 53–54, 211, 212
(under “verb in function”)
introductions. See beginnings
Inuit fishing analogy, 82
“I only drink…” sign, 21 (image)
“I only have a kitchen…” sign, 22 (image)
iPhone smartphones, 107, 113 (image),
116–17, 117 (images)
is. See be-verbs
is where as indicator of a weak
definition, 77–78
it
complexity of classifying, 64
as expletive (See expletives)
as pronoun, 206 (under “personal
pronoun”), 207

italics, 178, 179
its
as determiner, 198
as personal pronoun, 206
it’s, it is, it was, etc. See expletives
jargon, 19–20, 80–81. See also clichés,
avoiding
Jr. and commas, 86–87
just as filler word, 45
Kindle e-reader user guide, 119–22
language about language. See reflexivity
in language about language
Language-Change Index, 9
last as determiner, 198
lengths of sentences and paragraphs,
100–101, 171
lexical vs. grammatical meaning
as differentiator between word
classes, 64
form-class words, 200
structure-class words, 210
linguistics, 202
LinkedIn, 147
linking verbs, 13, 38–39, 202–3
literally as filler word, 43
long-term vs. long term, 37–39
lyrics, 5, 47 (ftnote), 199 (under “filler
word”). See also ear, writing for the
-ly words. See adverbs
madness, hyphens as inciters to, 38
main verbs
be-verbs as, 195
linking verbs as, 202–3
as verbs in function, 212
vs. auxiliaries, 194
management speak, 19–20, 80–81. See
also clichés, avoiding; voice
manners and grammar, 26
many as determiner, 198
marker, passive, 205–6
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marketing, 145–52
may as modal auxiliary, 194
may not vs. might not, 46 (ftnote “g”)
may or may not, 46
McDonald’s french fry, 74
meaning. See lexical vs. grammatical
meaning
Meetups, 147
melodrama, 17
metacommentary, hashtags as, 149
metadata, 3, 215
metalanguage, 62, 65, 203. See also
reflexivity in language about language
metametaphor, 83
metaphors
be-verbs as part of, 17
definitions
“analogy,” 193
“metaphor,” 203
“simile,” 209
“voice,” 212
as paragraph developers, 112
“seeing as,” 141
snow shoveling as inspiration for, 43
tips, 79–84
See also analogy as flawed method of
reasoning
meter
expletives, 17, 199 (under
“expletive”), 199 (under “filler word”)
“meter,” 203
“parallelism,” 205
poetry, 133–35
might
as modal auxiliary, 194
as structure-class word, 65, 210
might not vs. may not, 46 (ftnote “g”)
minimalism, 108–11. See also
conciseness
misplaced words, 21–23 (images),
93–97, 203–4 (under “misplaced
modifier”)
mission statements, 146–47
mobile devices, writing for, 107–18

modal auxiliaries, 194
modality, verb, 204
model homes as metaphor for
information models, 81
modifiers
“adjective in function,” 192
“adverb in function,” 192
compound modifiers, 33–39, 97, 196
dangling modifiers, 94, 197–98
misplaced modifiers, 94, 203–4
“modifier,” 204
“squinting modifier,” 210
mom, your, i, iv, 162, 163, 167, 176
mood, verb, 204
motifs, 172, 204
“motion and fact, the sequence of,” 173,
179
movie, playing the whole, 155
music. See ear, writing for the; lyrics
my as determiner, 198
myths
“Don’t end a sentence with a
preposition,” 58–59
“Don’t start a sentence with and or
but,” 197 (under “coordinating
conjunction”)
“Don’t use adverbs,” 44, 67, 175
“Don’t use fragments,” 100, 209
“Don’t use passive voice,” 17–18, 173
“Don’t use ’s with inanimate objects,”
97 (ftnote)
“Follow introductory phrases with
commas,” 176
“Hyphens can’t hurt you,” 38
“Keep it short,” 108–11, 116–18
“Never ____” (fill in the blank), 47
(ftnote)
narrative writing, 161–80
National Grammar Day, 151
navigation aids
headings as, 114–15, 121–22
indexes as, 183–85, 215
See also advance organizers
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negative words, 44
“Never ___” (fill in the blank). See myths
nevertheless as conjunctive adverb, 196
New York Times crossword puzzle. See
crossword puzzle, New York Times
New York Times Magazine, hyphenless
ad headline on back cover of, 34
Nike Swoosh as a brand, 146
Nike World Headquarters, 103
no as a word to use advisedly, 44
nominals, 204
nominative case, 32
nor as coordinating conjunction, 197
not as a word to use advisedly, 44
nouns
compound modifiers before and after,
33–39
definition form for, 77–78
as form-class words, 61–67, 200–201,
205 (under “modern parts of
speech”)
“noun,” 77–78 (ftnote #96), 204
verbs as stronger than, 18
See also specific noun types
numbers as determiners, 198
object complements, 66 (image)
objective case, 32
objects, direct. See direct objects
objects, inanimate, with possessive case,
97 (ftnote)
objects of prepositions, 51–55, 65–66,
66 (image), 97 (ftnote), 211 (under
“transitive and intransitive verbs”)
of
complexity of classifying, 49, 64
as indicator of flabby writing—
I mean, as flab indicator, 45, 97
as verb particle, 50, 52, 212
off as verb particle, 13 (ftnote #26), 52
on
on to vs. onto, 57
as verb particle, 13 (ftnote #26), 52,
58

one as determiner, 198
online indexes as human-crafted
indexes, 184
only as a frequently misplaced word,
21–23 (images)
onomatopoeia, 172, 173, 205
openings. See beginnings
or as coordinating conjunction, 197
organization, 108, 113–17, 115
(image), 165, 178
otherwise as conjunctive adverb, 196
ought as modal auxiliary, 194
out as verb particle, 50, 52, 56–58, 212
outside as adverb, 50–51
over
as preposition (or not), 49, 206–7
as verb particle, 52
overviews. See advance organizers
painful usage, avoiding. See under ear,
writing for the
paragraphs
development of, 104–5, 112, 205
lengths of, 100–101
“paragraph,” 205
in parentheses, whole, 86
periodic structure in, 74, 174, 180
procedures in form of, 119–121
transitions and, 169–70
parallelism
“parallelism,” 205
as part of antithesis, 171, 194
rhythm and, 134, 174
as tool for emphasizing similarities,
179
parenthetical elements, 86–87
“Parking 2 Level G” Braille sign, 153
(image)
parrot (Dead Parrot) sketch, 104
participles as half of the passive marker,
205–6 (under “passive voice”)
“Participle” screenshots, 115 (image)
particles, verb, 46, 49–58, 212
particular as filler word, 47
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parts of speech
definitions
“form-class words,” 200–201
“parts of speech,” 205
“structure-class words,” 210
prepositions excluded from, 50
word types included in, 61–67
passive marker, 205–6
passive voice
“passive voice,” 205–6
recommendations, 13–18, 173, 179
past participles as half of the passive
marker, 205–6 (under “passive voice”)
pentameter, 203
“perfect 10s” of tight writing, 113
periodic structure
examples, 71–75, 173, 174
“periodic structure,” 206
period of time as filler phrase, 45
periods (.)
with conjunctive adverbs, 196
as emphasis points, 71
as meeting points for related words,
93, 96–97
as remedies for run-ons, 89–92, 208
See also periodic structure
personal branding, 145–52
personal essay, 165
personal pronouns, 25–29, 206
personas, 153–60
phones qua football helmets, 103–5
phrasal adjectives. See compound
modifiers
phrasal verbs, 13 (ftnote #26), 46,
52–58, 165, 206
phrase, 206
Pluto reclassification compared to
word-type reclassifications, 50
poetry
elements of as enliveners, 133–35,
203 (under “meter”)
filler words as useful in, 17, 199
“Jabberwocky,” 67
as a metaphor source, 81

poetry (continued)
periodic sentences and, 72
rule-breaking and, 47 (ftnote)
See also ear, writing for the; eye,
writing for the
point in time as filler phrase, 45
position, word
as emphasis creator—I mean, creator
of emphasis
sentence beginnings, 16, 170
sentence endings, 16, 71–75, 173,
180
as indicator of word function, 201
(under “function”)
as tool for clarity and conciseness (See
related words, keeping together)
possessive case
inanimate objects with, 97 (ftnote)
nounness test using, 204 (under
“noun in form”)
as tool for getting words out of the
way, 97
possessive pronouns as determiners,
198
précis. See advance organizers
prepositions
ending sentences with, 58–59
“preposition,” 206–7
as structure-class words, 61–67, 205
(under “parts of speech”), 210
vs. adverbs and verb particles, 49–57
prescriptivism vs. descriptivism, 7–10
previews. See advance organizers
print and electronic indexes, single
sourcing of, 215
procedure writing, 112–13, 113
(image), 119–22
pronouns
antecedents of, 95, 96, 193
complexity of classifying, 64
“pronoun,” 207
as structure-class words, 61–67, 205
(under “parts of speech”)
See also specific pronoun types
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prototype words
“auxiliary,” 194
“form-class words,” 200
“prototype word,” 207
proverbial as filler word and cliché
indicator, 46
punctuation. See specific punctuation
marks, word types, and sentence types
purpose. See audience and purpose
puzzles
indexes as, 215
sentences as, 93–97
See also crossword puzzle, New York
Times
qualifiers as filler words, 207
“Quality only happens…” sign, 21 (image)
quotations. See dialogue and quotations
“rabbit hole” as cliché, 80
razor-sharp vs. razor sharp, 37–39
reading aloud. See under ear, writing
for the
really as filler word, 43
recipes
as dead metaphor, 80
as model for procedure writing, 123–
32
redundancy, 20, 43, 46 (ftnote “g”), 199
(under “expletive”). See also
department of redundancy department
reflexivity in language about language
Escher-like statement, 141
sketch sketching itself,
metalanguage compared to, 203
this whole book, i–240
P.S. Don’t use index entries that cover
a whole book, don’t start entries
with articles or adjectives, and don’t
say don’t.
P.P.S. Never put a P.S. in an index
unless you’re talking about meta …
never mind.
See also metalanguage

related words, keeping together, 21–23
(images), 93–97, 203–4 (under
“misplaced modifier”)
relative clauses, 207
relative pronouns, 95, 207–8
remain as linking verb, 15 (ftnote #30),
38, 202
remote relatives, 95, 208
repair instructions, 112–13, 113 (image)
restatement, 208
résumés, 147
revising. See writing process
rhetorical devices
alliteration, 134, 172, 192
“amplification,” 193
anadiplosis, 169–70, 193
analogy, 7, 193
“anaphora,” 193
anthimeria (enallage), 66–67, 199
antithesis, 171, 194
appositives, 85, 194
bdelygmia, 4, 195
hyperbole, 44, 201
metaphors (See metaphors)
onomatopoeia, 172, 173, 205
parenthesis, 86
periodic structure (See periodic
structure)
“restatement,” 208
“rhetorical question,” 208
See also emphasis, tools for creating
rhythm. See under ear, writing for the
risk-averse vs. risk averse, 37
root-verb form, advantages in
procedure titles, 131–32
rules as guidelines, 47 (ftnote), 131–32,
141, 170, 179
run-on sentences, 89–92, 208
sales and details, 110, 112–13
scenarios as tools for understanding
readers, 158–60
search engines vs. hand-crafted indexes,
184–85
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second as determiner, 198
“seeing as” and “seeing that,” 139–43
seem as linking verb, 15 (ftnote #30),
38, 202
semicolons (;)
with conjunctive adverbs, 196
as emphasis points, 73
as meeting points for related words,
93, 96–97
as remedies for run-ons, 89–92, 208
sentence diagrams
example, 66 (image)
expletives in, 15
resources, 67 (ftnote #87)
structure-class words as key to, 65
sentence fragments, 100, 198 (under
“dependent clause”), 209
sentences
conciseness in (See conciseness)
lengths of, 100–101, 171
periodic structure in, 71–75, 173,
180, 206
“sentence,” 209
transitions and, 169–70
See also specific sentence types
“sequence of motion and fact,” 173, 179
shall as modal auxiliary, 194
she
complexity of classifying, 64
as pronoun, 206 (under “personal
pronoun”), 207
vs. her, 26
vs. singular they, 27–29
short as false goal, 108–11, 116–18. See
also conciseness
should as modal auxiliary, 194
shoveling. See snow shoveling
signs
Braille sign, 153 (image), 153–55
“Fear Free Dentistry” sign, 33
“only” signs, 21–23 (images)
similes, 79, 203 (under “metaphor”),
209. See also metaphors
simple sentences, 209

simply as filler word, 43
single sourcing of print and electronic
indexes, 215
singular they, 27–29, 209
site maps as human-crafted indexes,
184
sketching as similar to writing, 139–143
sketch sketching itself, metalanguage
compared to a, 203. See also
reflexivity in language about language
slang
appropriateness of, 165, 168
be-verbs as part of, 13
phrasal verbs and, 58
this book’s title, 1
Tom Sawyer and, 9–10
See also diction level
small-screen template, 111 (image)
smartphones, writing for, 107–18
Smurfs, 34
snoot, 9
snow shoveling, 43–47, 62, 64–66, 187
(image), throughout glossary
so
as coordinating conjunction, 197
as filler word, 44, 207 (under
“qualifier”)
social media, 145–52
speech. See dialogue and quotations
speech full of buzzwords, 20
splices, comma, 89–92, 196
SPOGG (Society for the Promotion of
Good Grammar), 151
square brackets [ ], 51, 86
squinting modifiers, 210
start to as filler phrase, 45
stem sentences, 131–32, 210
step-by-step writing, 112–13, 113
(image), 119–32
storytelling, 161–80, 193 (under
“anecdote”)
strategy, content, 3. See also content
and technology
structure. See organization
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structure-class words, 61–67, 210. See
also specific structure classes
style-checking programs vs. human
editors, 213
style guidelines, 131–32, 141, 170, 179
subheadings. See headings and titles
subjects (topics), choosing, 161, 178
subjects, grammatical
active voice and, 191
clauses and, 90–91, 195
implied, 66 (image)
linking verbs and, 15
modifiers and proximity to, 94
passive voice and, 16, 18, 205–6
phrases and, 206
verbs and, 97, 171, 206 (under
“phrase”), 209 (under “sentence”)
subjunctive mood, 204
subordinate clauses, 72, 91, 198
subordinating conjunctions, 91, 198
(under “dependent clause”), 211
subsequently as conjunctive adverb, 196
such as filler word, 44, 207 (under
“qualifier”)
superlatives, “wallopingly fresh,” 44
syntax
in endings, 71–75
with only, 21–23 (images)
in procedure titles, 131–32
with related words, 93–97
as the s in snoot, 9 (ftnote #24)
“syntax,” 211
and voice, 213
tables of contents, 115 (image), 124–25,
184–85. See also advance organizers
tag-based website maps as humancrafted indexes, 184
take, complexity of classifying, 63
talking like a boss, 19–20
task-oriented writing, 112–13, 113
(image), 119–32
technology. See content and technology
telephones qua football helmets, 103–5

“Tell ’em what you’re gonna tell ’em.” See
advance organizers
template, small-screen, 111 (image)
tend to as filler phrase, 45
tense shifts, verb, 171, 179
terminal dominance, 71–72
that
as determiner, 198
as pronoun, 206 (under “personal
pronoun”), 207
the
as determiner, 198
as structure-class word, 65, 210
the fact that as filler phrase, 45
their
as determiner, 198
as personal pronoun, 206
theme statements, 166
them vs. they, 26
then as conjunctive adverb, 196
therefore as conjunctive adverb, 196
there is, there’s, there was, etc. See
expletives
they vs. them, 26
this
as determiner, 198
as pronoun, 207
those
as determiner, 198
as pronoun, 207
tight writing. See conciseness
time-sensitive vs. time sensitive, 37
titles. See headings and titles
to
on to vs. onto, 57
as part of infinitive form, 202
as title lead-in, 131–32, 210
as verb particle, 13 (ftnote #26)
to be. See be-verbs
tone
diction level, 165, 168, 178
phrasal verbs, 56
punctuation decisions, 92
voice, 47 (ftnote), 212
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topic analysis in indexes, 184–85, 215
topics, choosing, 161, 178
topic sentences, 74, 205 (under
“paragraph”), 211
totally as filler word, 43
to-verbs (infinitives), 131–32, 202
trade-offs and conflicting guidelines,
170, 179
transitions, 84, 169–70, 179, 193
(under “anadiplosis”)
transitive verbs, 53–54, 166, 198
(under “direct object”), 211, 212
(under “verb in function”)
translations for foreign or obscure
terms, providing unobtrusively, 174,
179
tropes, comparative. See metaphors
true verbs. See main verbs
truly as filler word, 43
try to as filler phrase, 45
Twitter, 148–50, 152 (image)
two as determiner, 198
typos as sources of humor, 150

verb particles, 46, 49–58, 212
verbs
definition form for, 77–78 (ftnote #96)
form, choosing for procedure titles,
131–32
as form-class words, 61–67, 200–201,
205 (under “modern parts of speech”)
as meeting points for related words, 97
as metaphor carriers, 83
as power centers of sentences, 18, 44,
173, 179
tense shifts in, 171, 179
“verb,” 77–78 (ftnote #96), 212
very
as filler word, 44, 199, 207 (under
“qualifier”)
as structure-class word, 65, 210
visual elements in language. See eye,
writing for the
voice
as a verb attribute, 212
as a writing attribute, 29 (ftnote #43),
47 (ftnote), 58 (ftnote #66), 212–13
volunteering, 147–48

umph and weak be-verbs, 17
unit modifiers. See compound modifiers
unity in paragraphs, 205
unless as subordinating conjunction,
211
up
complexity of classifying, 51–54
in compound nouns vs. phrasal verbs,
56
up on vs. upon, 57
as verb particle, 13 (ftnote #26), 57
“up with which I will not put” as false
Churchillism, 58
usability of text, 89–90, 107–18, 119–32
user-guide writing. See procedure
writing
verbal -ing nouns (gerunds), 131–32, 201
verb helpers. See auxiliaries

was. See be-verbs
we
as personal pronoun, 206
vs. us, 26
weak be-verbs. See be-verbs
weather-language analogy, 7, 193
website maps as human-crafted indexes,
184
website usability with mobile devices,
107–18
were. See be-verbs
what as interrogative, 202
when as interrogative, 202
whenever as subordinating conjunction,
211
where
as interrogative, 202
as structure-class word, 65, 210
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“Where’s the beef” as a brand, 146
which
as interrogative, 202
as relative pronoun, 207
while as subordinating conjunction, 211
who
as interrogative, 202
as relative pronoun, 207
vs. whom, 31–32
wholly as a frequently misplaced word, 23
whose
as interrogative, 202
as relative pronoun, 207
as structure-class word, 65, 210
W-H questions (who, what, etc.) as
paragraph developers, 112
why as interrogative, 202
Wikipedia, 115 (image)
will as modal auxiliary, 194
with
complexity of classifying, 52–54, 56, 58
as preposition, 206–7
as structure-class word, 65, 210

word-choice criteria, 168
word classification
a modern take on, 61–67
“form-class words,” 200
“parts of speech,” 205
“structure-class words,” 210
wordiness. See buzzwords; conciseness;
redundancy
wordplay (my advice to every word in
this book)
would as modal auxiliary, 194
writing process, 103–5, 110–18, 139–43,
161–80
“X is Y” as definition form, 77–78 (ftnote
#96)
XMLonball Splash, 151–52
you
implied subject, 66 (image)
as personal pronoun, 206
your mom, i, iv, 162, 163, 167, 176
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